NEWSLETTER

Portside

Summer
2018

Cabot Cruising Club
Opening Comment
Here we are already at the Summer edition
of ‘Portside’. The Bristol Harbour Festival has
just taken place and is covered in this issue.
It is so nice to see a number of new boats on
the pontoons and I trust everyone will get a
bit more use from them this year,
particularly if the current spell of good
weather hangs on.
Our Commodore has been very busy working
hard to arrange some trips and events, please
give him your support. All the functions
arranged by the Club require a lot of hard
work and time by the Committee so please
whenever possible support them with your
attendance.
Membership renewals are here again, please
get your completed form and subscription
back to Pat as soon as possible.
Pete Halliday
Editor
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Midsummer Ball
Cabot Cruising Club Midsummer Ball held on the 23rd June was the place to be. An excellent 3course meal followed by entertainment from singing duo ‘A Different Thread’ was the order of the
evening, plus a superb Draw which took place distributing some very special prizes.
As we were also blessed with beautiful weather, members were able to enjoy a drink or three on
the aft deck before sitting down to eat. What nicer than to take the weight off your feet in the
evening sun looking over the boats in the Basin.

The
Midsummer
Ball is always
a highpoint of
the year
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Dredging in the Bristol Channel
Holmes Sand & Gravel Company had their silos at the Bathurst Basin by the General Hospital,
their premises surviving until the early 1980’s when the area was cleared to make a public open
space. In those days the ‘John Sebastian’ was moored on the other side of Bathurst Basin near
the Louisiana pub.
The boats operated by the Holms Sand & Gravel Co. were the last shipping to use Bathurst
basin. The firm moved to a wharf opposite Welsh Back, then to Hotwells, before abandoning
the city docks altogether in the early 1990s. Bristol's last sand boat, the "Harry Brown", left via
the River Avon over 20 years ago, she had been specially built in 1962 by Charles Hill and Sons,
who were based in the Floating Harbour.
At one time there were sand wharves everywhere – at Poole's Wharf, Hotwells, at The Grove, in
Bathurst Basin, at Redcliffe Wharf, at Dundas Wharf, opposite Welsh Back, and near St Philips
Bridge, where the empty shot tower is today. Sand has been dredged from the sandbanks of the
Bristol Channel for over 100 years – in fact since 1912.
The Channel has provided a range of aggregate – from fine sand to coarse gravel and stone,
used in the construction industry.""Many of the sand banks were washed by freshwater springs,
lowering the salt content and making it ideal for the building trade."In the 1950s and 1960s
both Bristol City Council and Somerset County Council used Channel gravel for road gritting, but
today this has been replaced by salt. Bristol Sand and Gravel was the first company dedicated
solely to the trade. The records show that their first ship the ‘City of York’, brought 15,000
tons of sand into Bristol in its first year of operation. The only other company operating
dredgers in the early days was T.R.Brown, a Bristol based lighterage contractor who owned the
previously mentioned Holms Sand and Gravel Company.
The early sand dredgers, grounded on a sand bank between tides, needing only a derrick, steam
windlass and a large tub for loading. A standard steam coaster was ideal for the purpose."Speed
was not important as many of the early sand dredgers simply drifted down to the nearest sand
banks on the ebb tide."When loaded they drifted back on the flood tide, using what little power
they had to maintain steerage

The ‘Harry Brown’
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Bristol Harbour Festival.
A Harbour Festival with some good weather certainly brought
everyone out this year. Being on the boat looking at the crowds
was certainly the right place to be; as if you dared to go ashore it
was almost impossible to move due to the sheer number of people.
Friday night saw us attending the concert with Jimmy Cliff
headlining, preceded by Trojan and Grandmaster Flash and his hip
hop music. This I must admit was where I point blank refused to
join the rest of the crowd in jumping up and down with my hands
in the air!! The old favourites were all there, Newfoundland Dogs,
Jet Ski, Cardboard Boat Race etc.. Additionally this year saw the
advent of Power8 Rowing Sprints. I didn’t see it as getting to it
though the crowds would have been almost impossible, but I
understand it was very successful.
Saturday night was enhanced by another brilliant Cabot pontoon
party which unfortunately Lynda and I missed due to another
engagement. I understand that the event caused a bit of concern
though due to the ‘DRESS SENSE’ of some members!!
It was such a great weekend
that most of the Club
members stayed another
night and left on Monday
instead, with one boat so
reluctant to leave they
attempted to hang on to the
electric tower on the
pontoon. Either that or they
tried to take it with them
because they still had a load
of credit left on it!!

Back to the Basin through
Prince Street bridge

Our Pontoon Marshall taking a
well deserved break
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Source: Bob Sanders

The Bristol Channel as we all know is a body of water that needs to be treated with respect
and over the years many vessels have floundered or collided. Amongst many occurrences I
have come across, here are just a few incidents including one that even mentions an early
English & Welsh Grounds Lightvessel.
On 28 October 1817 the William & Mary, a Bristol to Waterford sailing packet suddenly struck the
rocks known as the Wolves off Flat Holm and sunk within minutes. 54 passengers were lost,
including 22 women and children. Only one person survived. 50 bodies were recovered and buried
on Flat Holm.

On the night of 16 March 1831 the Frolic, a schooner-rigged paddle steamer owned by the Bristol
General Navigation Co., on the last part of a regular journey from Haverfordwest to Bristol, struck
the Nash Sands, Glamorgan, with the loss of all 80 passengers and crew, which included General
MacLeod and several other army officers as well as several Pembrokeshire merchants.
It was as a result of the outcry following this disaster that Trinity House provided two lighthouses
in 1832 to mark the safe channel between the sands and the mainland.

On 12 May 1878 the schooner Gipsy belonging to the Waterford Steam Navigation Co. was on a
voyage from Bristol to Liverpool and Waterford. She was towed down the River Avon by the tug Sea
King but shortly after passing under Clifton Suspension Bridge she struck rocks and mud on the
Bristol bank. She listed over and blocked the river. Tugs tried to move her but failed. A steam
driven fire engine was then brought by barge to pump the water out of her so that the cargo could
be removed, but she broke in two. The crew remained on board and removed the cargo as they
were in no real danger. The only passenger had left the ship safely shortly after she had gone
aground. It was not until 17th May that a channel could be opened sufficiently for ship movements
in the river Avon. Eventually some weeks later the remains of the Gipsy were finally dynamited and
the river fully re-opened.

On 28 December 1900 the Italian barque Zefiro collided with the ship King's County, of Windsor,
Nova Scotia, near the English and Welsh Grounds Lightvessel. She eventually went ashore near
Clevedon, Somerset.
On the same day the Pegasus, of Liverpool, bound from San Francisco to Sharpness, Glos., was
driven ashore near Lavernock Point and four of her crew were washed overboard. She was
refloated on the next tide and was taken on to Sharpness for repair.
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The Vicar
A Vicar was boating towards an island for a special wedding. On the
way he was stopped by the Coastguard.
After doing a quick check of the life jackets on board one officer
noticed a box with a few bottles in it. “What's in the bottles,
Vicar?” "It's holy water", came the response.
The officer opened one of the bottles. Sniffing it he said, "It smells
like wine." "Hallelujah!" the Vicar shouted, "He's done it again!"

The Captain
The years had taken their toll on the old sea captain. All those
years of hard drinking and life at sea left the old salt with a
potbelly sagging backside and a double chin. Concerned about
retirement, which was imminent, and wanting to settle down with a
pretty lady on land, the sea captain decided to embark on a selfimprovement program. He went on a diet, exercised and gave up
drinking. He lost his potbelly, firmed up his body and even
purchased a toupee; he looked 20 years younger.
During his final voyage his ship was struck by a storm and the
captain was lost overboard.
While the captain was floating in the middle of the ocean with no
hope of rescue he raised his voice to heaven, "God, how could you
do this to me on the eve of my retirement? "
God answered, "Sorry about that, to tell you the truth captain, I
didn't recognise you!"

A Blast from the Past
Whilst looking through an old edition of a Cabot Cruising Club Newsletter dating
from November 2006 I came across an article entitled Collectables- A talk by John
Bates.
John a local resident and member of the Club gave a talk onboard the ‘John
Sebastian’ giving a fascinating insight into the strange and unusual things that can
be found in antique shops, charity shops, car boot sales etc. John brought a
selection of items and then challenged the audience to guess what they were, and
what they were used for.
I had no idea he had had this hobby for so long. How many of us on Club nights have
been challenged by John to identify the use of some strange object he has turned
up with. It’s lovely to see John still entertaining us with his slightly offbeat
pastime after all these years.
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Work continues on LV55
Jason has been mustering the troops again to
push on with the work required on the ‘JS’. You
cannot fail to see the brilliant work that has
taken place on the Port Bow Bulwarks enhanced
by means of some superb craftsmanship by Mike
Pope on the handrail capping.
This work is now progressing all down the Port
side plus some remedial work is also starting on
the Bow post.
This work plus normal maintenance is being
done in the hope it can be completed before
Bristol Open Doors in September when we would
like to show off the ‘JS’ at its best.
Don’t forget that Jason needs all the help he
can get so please if you can spare a couple of
hours on a Tuesday evening get on down to the
‘JS’ and give a hand.

Re-planking taking
place on the Port
Bulwarks plus some
preparation work on
the Starboard side.
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Merchants Landing Residents
Association
MLRA was founded in 1984 to represent the
interests of the residents. The Association is
run by a committee elected by members at
its AGM, usually held in the autumn onboard
the ‘John Sebastian’. The committee
organises social events and circulates a
quarterly Newsletter called Quay Notes. See
more on www.mlra.co.uk
From a Cabot point of view it is very
gratifying that quite a few residents are also
members of the Club, some who own boats
but also many who have joined as associates and just enjoy the social side of the Club. With redevelopment of the General Hospital, Bathurst Basin has become the centre of a very pleasant
community environment. It would be so pleasing if more residents joined the Club from a social
perspective hopefully enabling ‘John Sebastian’ to become a focal point for the area.

What better than to
look out of your
window onto the
Bathurst Basin and the
diverse selection of
boats.

HOW FAR IS A NAUTICAL MILE?
A position at sea is measured in latitude (how far north or south you are) and longitude
(how far east or west you are). A nautical mile is the measure of distance used to describe
one-sixtieth of a degree (one minute). Therefore if you started at the equator and
headed north, by the time you reach 1° N, you will have travelled 60 nautical miles. The
earth has a circumference (at the equator) of 21,600 nautical miles. One nautical mile =
1.1508 statute miles.
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Stuffed Mushroom
and Halloumi Pittas
Source: Olive

Ingredients











Olive oil
Large flat mushrooms
Garlic
Halloumi
Pitta breads
Hummus
Roasted red peppers
(from a jar)
Rocket
Chilli sauce

4, sliced
1 clove, crushed
1 block, sliced into 12
4
4 tbsp
4, torn into pieces
2 handfuls
to serve (optional)

Method
STEP 1
Heat 1 tbsp olive oil in a non-stick frying pan. Add the mushrooms with
a good pinch of salt and cook, stirring for a few minutes. Add the garlic
and cook until tender. Turn up the heat and boil off any moisture. Keep
warm.
STEP 2
Heat 1 tbsp of olive oil in a separate pan and fry the halloumi until
golden. Warm the pittas.
STEP 3
Split each pitta and spread with hummus, then stuff with the
mushrooms, halloumi, peppers and some rocket. Serve with chilli sauce
if you like.

A quick (15 minutes) meal which
serves 4 people
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A good friend of mine obtained
‘Jacqueline’ a year or so ago, and then
went through all the normal ups and
downs of bringing back to life what was
basically just a sound hull. Judging by
the overheard expletives there were a
few more downs at times than ups!!
However with a lot of patience, and
help from friends, look at what was
achieved. She is now spending time in
the Bristol Channel on the occasional
fishing trip, although I believe the
catches so far have been a bit sparse.

Don’t give up
on your project
as in the end it
can be as
worthwhile as
‘Jacqueline’

Have a Laugh..
A cruising couple are wrecked and drown; they find themselves at the Pearly Gates, where
their lines are taken by St. Peter himself.
"There doesn't seem to be much record of you, good or bad," he says.
"So, I'm going to let you decide for yourselves whether you go to heaven or hell.
First let me describe them for you.
On the one hand, you could spend eternity in cramped quarters, your beds a few inches shorter
than you are tall, your food and water always rationed, and a shower something you could only
dream of."
"And what about hell?" the couple asked.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
2018
15th/16th SEPTEMBER

BRISTOL OPEN DOORS

14th/15th/16th SEPTEMBER

CCC BASIN RALLY

SATURDAY 20TH OCTOBER

LAYING UP SUPPER

THURSDAY 25TH OCTOBER

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

SATURDAY 27TH OCTOBER

HALLOWEEN

SATURDAY 10TH NOVEMBER

COMMODORE’S DANCE

FULL DETAILS OF THESE AND OTHER EVENTS WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE CABOT SOCIAL BOARD
ON THE ‘JOHN SEBASTIAN’, CIRCULATED VIA E-MAIL AND POSTED ON THE CABOT WEB SITE

All events free to Annual Social Fund members, with the exception of the Mid-Summer Ball,
Dinner Dance and Basin Rally, non-members and all guests pay £5.00 where applicable.
Bring your guests and come along and enjoy a great time.
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“I need a new dipstick for my boat’s engine.”
“Why, what happened to the old one?”
“It must have shrunk 'because it doesn’t reach the oil
anymore.”

“Never test the depth of the water with both feet.”

Why do opera singers make good sailors?
Because they can handle high seas.
“Did you ever use those water skis you got for your
birthday?”

“No, I never found a lake with enough of a slope.”

Why did the sailboat sink while tied to the pontoon?
Pier pressure!

How many boaters does it take to change a light bulb?
None, because the right size bulb is never on board, the
local chandler doesn’t carry that type, and the mail-order
company has them on order.
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It Could Only Happen To Me

Portside
– The Editor

I suppose it is only reasonable to share the following mishap that recently occurred whilst I was
collecting our dinghy; after all I am normally relatively quick to document other people’s
misfortunes. So fairs fair.
Our Jockey rib dinghy usually resides on the back of ‘Phoenix’, just prior to the Harbour Festival it
developed a serious leak, filling faster than I could pump it out. It needed to come out of the
water to be fixed properly. Whilst it was on the davits it was fine but to take it home it was going
to have to make the journey from Bathurst Basin to the Bristol Marina Slipway to be pulled out on a
trailer.
The first job was to make a trailer, so a couple of days converting an old goods trailer I had
hanging around took place, and I decided an early trip to the docks on a Monday morning was the
time for the move. On the previous Sunday I spent a couple of hours gaffer taping the seams
between the fibreglass hull and the starboard tube to try and slow down the potential water
ingress on the trip to the slipway.
Monday morning dawned and I left the Discovery and trailer at the Marina, had a lift from Stuart to
the Club, lowered the dinghy into the water, rolled up my jeans, started the engine and made a
dash to the Marina. Amazingly I arrived without fuss, minimal amount of water taken aboard (the
gaffer tape was working). I tied up on the pontoon and went to get the trailer; this was where it all
started to go wrong!
After a reasonably perfect reverse down the slipway, on engaging the handbrake on the Discovery
the cable suddenly snapped rendering the handbrake useless. I put the gearbox in low ratio
selected 1st gear and stopped the engine, this seemed to work and held the car stationary, I
jumped out and then also jammed a wedge under the rear wheel just in case the gearbox alone
wouldn’t hold 2.25 tonnes of car on the slope. As the trailer had still not reached the water’s edge
there was no chance of doing any more manoeuvring so I put a rope on the trailer attached it to
the vehicles tow hitch and let out the rope lowering the trailer into the water under the dinghy. I
floated the dinghy on to the carpet beds on the trailer and tied the bow rope to the trailer. I now
had the dinghy and engine on its trailer and attached to the back of the car by about 15 foot of
rope. Next move was to remove the chock, jump in the car, foot on brake, clutch in, start the car
and tow the trailer on the rope to the level ground at the top of the slipway.
After a couple of seconds there was a shout from a family who were also recovering a boat on the
other pontoon, I looked in my rear view mirror to see that the rope had snapped and the dinghy
and trailer were disappearing out into the Harbour. At this point fortunately the gentleman with
the other boat shot across the slipway down the pontoon and managed to catch hold of the end of
the rope as it was slowly disappearing underwater. I jammed the car in gear again and joined him
on the pontoon where we managed to haul the whole rig back to the beginning of the slipway and
attach the rope to a cleat. I then turned my car round and using the front tow ball (a very useful
addition) managed to get closer to the trailer which we both then managed to manhandle onto the
coupling, finally allowing me to then move up onto level ground. A potential catastrophe averted
by another boat owner who put himself out to help. So we still have our dinghy, engine and trailer
thank goodness.
I said afterwards to the girls in the Marina office that it would be typical if somebody filmed the
incident, I hope not, but knowing my luck.........
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WHY DO SAILORS WEAR EARRINGS?
Traditionally sailor’s who had rounded the Cape Horn wore a gold hoop in their left ear –
the ear closest to the Cape on a typical eastbound voyage – as a sign of their achievement.
Sailor’s are also said to have worn earrings to pay for their funerals should they fall
overboard and their bodies be swept ashore. In ancient times gold earrings were
supposedly worn to pay the ferryman to carry you across the River Styx to the afterlife.
Gold earrings were also thought to have healing powers and to improve eyesight – which
sounds a bit mad until you find out there is an acupuncture point in the ear that relates to
vision.

Another likely reason sailor’s wore earrings is that timeless obsession: Fashion. Sailor’s
just thought they looked good.

Poetry Corner
Sea Fever

By John Masefield
I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by,
And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the white sail's shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea's face, and a gray dawn breaking.
I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying,
And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying.
I must go down to the seas again, to the vagrant gypsy life,
To the gull's way and the whale's way, where the wind's like a whetted knife;
And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover,
And quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long trick's over.
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Bristol Open Doors
In September once again the Club will be opening up LV55 to the public as part
of ‘Bristol Open Doors’. If you have any ideas for the weekend please have a
word with any of the Committee, particularly as this year it is going to be on
the same weekend as the Basin Rally.
With the amount of ongoing restoration work required we constantly need to be
looking at how in the future we raise public awareness of the ‘John Sebastian’
and identify opportunities to raise the substantial funding that will be required.

Name

VHF Channel

Phone

Seaward
Harbour Master
Bristol VTS (Avonmouth)
City Docks Radio (Bristol Lock)
Portishead Marina
Sharpness Lock
Cardiff Barrage
Penarth Marina
Distress, Safety & Calling Channel

73
12
14
80
13
18
80
16

Inland
Netham Lock
Hanham Lock

01179 776590
07711 403474

Police
(Community Police)

101

01179
01179
01179
01275
01453
02920
02920

031484
822257
273633
841941
511968
700234
705021

You will find all the local
VHF channel numbers
here and telephone
numbers that you should
need when out and about
in your boat.
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Got any
fundraising
ideas, talk to a
Committee
Member about
them

Work Party – Every
Tuesday from
18.30

Bristol
Open
Doors
15th/16th
September

Have you got any
stories or articles
that may be of
interest for future
issues – please
send them to the
Editor
Need some
Regalia
speak to
Lynda on
Club Night

Remember to
support Jason your
Bosun by getting
down to the ‘John
Sebastian’ on
Tuesday evenings;
As I have said so
many times don’t
just expect
somebody else to do
the work. Or talk to
Den about doing a
stint supporting him
behind the bar.
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If you are an organisation who
would like to help in some way
towards the restoration work
taking place on LV55 we would be
happy to place an advert for your
Company free of charge in the
quarterly Newsletter. Please
contact the Editor, the Bosun
Jason Pullinger or any Committee
member listed on Page 18

During August one of
our members decided
to explore new areas
for a couple of weeks.
Stephen Lamb took
‘Morwen’ up the
Gloucester and
Sharpness Canal.
He sent me this
picture to show their
safe arrival and has
promised an article
for the next
Newsletter describing
their adventures.

Snippets
Contacts
‘Morwen’
in Sharpness
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President:

Bernie Rowe

Vice Presidents:

Pete Halliday
Peter Corcoran

Commodore:

Paul Morris

Vice Commodore:

Tim Williams

Rear Commodore:

Jason Pullinger (Bosun)

Bar Chairman:

Dennis Ludwell

Hon Secretary:

Stephen Lamb

Hon Treasurer:

John Bartlett

Committee:

Stuart Lees

-Boat Events Organiser

Don Norris

-Website & Advertising

Diane Davis
Briony Pope
Pat Ludwell

Why Not Visit Us?
Thursday and Saturday evenings
are club nights. From 19.30 our
doors are open to members,
guests and anyone who would just
like a convivial atmosphere to
have a drink and a chat. Have a
look at our Facebook page or log
on to our website for more
information:
www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk

-Membership Secretary
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Old age is catching up
with all of us
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T–Shirt Slogans

We all talk
about
downsizing
our houses
as the
children
grow up and
leave home,
so what
about
downsizing
our boats
and cars!

At the Stern

Editors Contact Details:
E-Mail:
p.halliday594@btinternet.com

Philosophical Question:
If the Captain says something in the middle of the ocean, is he still wrong?

A few more images from
the Bristol Harbour Festival

‘Pride of Bristol’ goes
hard to starboard

End Joke
“I went on a sailing course in Poole.”
“In Dorset?”
“Yes, I’d recommend it to anyone.”
Read more at http://www.ybw.com/features/a-pirate-walks-into-a-bar-jokes-from-the-deepDisclaimer
blue-sea-15550#XuVGQCo2LfhKCGLs.99
Any information or observations made in this publication are given in good faith, and third party
remarks are not necessarily the opinion of the editor. Accreditation has been given where available

Cabot Cruising Club
‘John Sebastian’, John Sebastian Quay, Bathurst Basin, Bristol, BS1 6SG
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